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It should be any players goal to over learn this skill. Check out this link to listen to Jason Day explain 
his routine in detail https://youtu.be/xXsyB3vP0Tg.

Then access this link to watch an elite junior golfer attempting to build a ‘Day like’ process on the 
golf course through thinking out loud https://youtu.be/eMDQQ1QW3XM.

Finally check out this video https://youtu.be/F9FDB0CUn8Y to see how Jason Day and Jordan 
Spieth silence their chimp. Remember to use the OSVEA score card to write down your process and 
assess it while you play on the course. Don’t be afraid to play while thinking aloud. This will help 
you develop the psychological habits of excellence you need to master your OSVEA process.  

  

Performance Routines OSVEA

There are 5 components to a golf shot. They are: Options, 
Selection, Visualization, Execution, and Acceptance.

Looking at your shot options and selecting one activates 
the analytical section of the brain. Visualization of the shot 
through feeling, seeing, or hearing facilitates the movement 
of information from concrete data, to imagination and 
movement. Execution can then take place but only if the 
player silences the chimp of any negative self-talk, fear, and 
doubt. Acceptance will allow the process to repeat and a 
player to access their best on the next shot.

A player that learns to do this under any circumstances will 
develop the ability to get their thoughts and feelings to 
match their intentions. Then they can inoculate the stress 

response and deal with the perception of pressure.

There are many ways to silence the chimp when we play golf. 
Keep training hard and find the best one for you! 

Thinking aloud is a great way to train your OSVEA process. 
Self-referencing your routine while playing on the course will 
be the most effective way to do this as it will help you use 
your OSVEA routine to deal with the stresses that golf courses 
can provide. 


